"THE VOICE OF THE I.W.W."

By Frank H. Schles

The following is a letter sent by the I. W. W. to the mayor of Seattle, asking for legal protection for those arrested during the Seattle riots:

"To all the people of Seattle:

We hereby notify you that the I. W. W. has taken the liberty of sending you this letter to inform you of the fact that we are now in the midst of a great strike, and that we are going to do everything in our power to carry it through. We are confident that we can win, and we are prepared to fight for our rights.

Sincerely yours,
Frank H. Schles
I. W. W."
The I. W. W. Preamble

The workmen and the employing classes having nothing to common
There can be no peace so long as want is among the masses.

Between those who claim a struggle to end on the workers of the world an alliance is set. take possession of the earth and the machinery.

There is no real employer. no master, except the boss, is his true enemy, but that the system makes them his only friend.

The men here on the road to power.

They have known that we are unbeatable only a question of whether the capital is or will take advantage of a situation

To the wage-earner who can read between the lines and recognizes the various sizes and kinds of wooden shoes that can be made to fit the remittance Industrial Union. agitation and organization in hereon. roughly specified, knows that we are unbeatable and that we can bring home the bacon in Southern California time. we publicly hailed our intention to organize the street railroad-men

The Woodsmen and their working farmer kin have been the backbones of the Southern District from the first and they are now fighting the return of the road, they have been both its vanguard and rear-guard, and their rugged defense and deep-settled into the soul of the union. We will be the stick that is all in its favor and turn this force. a mighty one when once

The bears of the Light are still among them. They are the功率 of change. In the South

The bearer of the light.
WALKER SMITH ANSWERS ANOTHER "CHARGE."
Police Officers Arrested in Los Angeles.

The following (from Page 1): premium on the clubbing of Citizens by the police to inculcate the notion of LAWLESSNESS and VIOLENCE under a thin and smug veneer of "public order." Present meetings are to be ar-

range[d] on that ground. For those reasons we consent to the police force to act as vigilantly as we also believe in the question of what is the position of the police in the matter of this kind indicates that you are per-
fected. It is not a question of being yourself or a member of your own family treated in this outrageous manner by the police department. Los Angeles club Citizens at their option, why NOT? one police man at any time PERCHED at any of us. In justice to many of the men on the police force it let is said that they do not believe in or practice clubbing. Where we do find men that will rec-

use unnecessary VIOLENCE while employed as police officers, this is the best thing for all concerned to be done. We will continue to work for the same end and present them as any other common-

CRIMINALS.